Rob

Thanks, this will be a humbling and exciting position, but it needs Senate confirmation, of course. One of the activities of my new shop, should I get confirmed, has to do with listening to the good science that outside folks can also bring to the table for risk assessment. I hope that you and your team can be part of this conversation.

Cheers!

Michael

—*The right to search for the truth implies also a duty; one must not conceal any part of what one has recognized to be true.*  *Albert Einstein.*

---

Hi Michael –

I was just made aware of your nomination to lead the EPA Office of Chemical Safety And Pollution Prevention and wanted to offer you my heartiest and very sincere congratulations on this well-deserved honor.

The following is a quote from the ACC and I could not have said it better myself about you, so I will steal it from them: “His knowledge, experience, and leadership will strengthen EPA’s processes for evaluating and incorporating high-quality science into regulatory decision making.”

I wish you the very best in the upcoming confirmation process as well as in your tenure leading the Office of Chemical Safety And Pollution Prevention. If there
is ever anything I can ever do to assist you/EPA in the important mission of “... incorporating high-quality science into regulatory decision making”, please do not hesitate to let me know.

Best Regards,

Rob

Robert Roy, Ph.D. | Lead Toxicology Specialist
*Diplomate, American Board of Toxicology*
3M Medical Department
3M Center, Building 220-6E-03 | St. Paul, MN 55144-1000 USA
Office: 651 736 3692 | Fax: 651 733 1773
rrroy@mmm.com | www.3M.com
Ann

Please caucus the fundraising committee. Whatever your committee decides will be fine. Ann, Bill and Tony, please feel free to weigh in here.

Cheers!

Michael

--Alliance for Risk Assessment (ARA), building a risk assessment community
Team,

As part of an ongoing conversation with my management about making a donation to TEF, I shared the Is it Safe? video. The timing was advantageous in that we have been struggling with public perception about chemicals in the Korean market for some time.

I think there is potential for a partnership between 3M and TEF related to translation of the video into Korean, and it sounds like 3M would be willing to do the translation (in addition to a donation to TEF).

Should we have a call to discuss how to make this happen? I do think we need to move fairly quickly on this to keep the momentum.

Regards,
Nicole

Nicole V. Soucy, PhD, DABT | Senior Toxicology Specialist
Medical Department | Toxicology & Compliance Solutions
3M Center, 220-06-E03 | St. Paul, MN 55144-1000 | United States
Office: +1 651 733 8485
nvsoucy@mmm.com

From: James Zappia
Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 6:55 AM
To: Chideuk Kim <cdkim@mmm.com>; JUNG-IM HUH <jhu@mmm.com>
Cc: YOHAN LEE <ylee@mmm.com>; Nicole Soucy <nvsoucy@mmm.com>
Subject: Re: Toxicology Video